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Abstract: Coastal regions, increasingly threatened by floods due to climate-change-driven extreme
weather, lack a comprehensive study that integrates coastal and riverine flood dynamics. In response
to this research gap, we conducted a comprehensive bibliometric analysis and thorough visualization
and mapping of studies of compound flooding risk in coastal cities over the period 2014–2022, using
VOSviewer and CiteSpace to analyze 407 publications in the Web of Science Core Collection database.
The analytical results reveal two persistent research topics: the way to explore the return periods
or joint probabilities of flood drivers using statistical modeling, and the quantification of flood risk
with different return periods through numerical simulation. This article examines critical causes of
compound coastal flooding, outlines the principal methodologies, details each method’s features,
and compares their strengths, limitations, and uncertainties. This paper advocates for an integrated
approach encompassing climate change, ocean–land systems, topography, human activity, land
use, and hazard chains to enhance our understanding of flood risk mechanisms. This includes
adopting an Earth system modeling framework with holistic coupling of Earth system components,
merging process-based and data-driven models, enhancing model grid resolution, refining dynamical
frameworks, comparing complex physical models with more straightforward methods, and exploring
advanced data assimilation, machine learning, and quasi-real-time forecasting for researchers and
emergency responders.

Keywords: compound coastal flooding; flooding risk; scenario simulation; statistical modeling;
bibliometric analysis

1. Introduction

Flooding, a major global natural disaster [1], annually affects a vast population, es-
pecially in coastal regions that are vulnerable to combined climatic and human-induced
hazards [2,3]. Notably, 80% of flood-related fatalities occur within 100 km of coasts [4].
Climate change intensifies typhoons, storm surges, and heavy rains [5], increasing flood
risks. With growing coastal economic activities and advancing global warming, the disaster
vulnerability in these areas is expected to rise [6], escalating future flood hazards [7,8].

Accurately estimating the spatial extent of flood characteristics like velocity, depth, and
frequency is crucial for flood risk analysis, a focus of extensive scholarly research [9–11]. As
Vojtek [12] and Skakun [13] integrated spatial distribution data of flood inundation extent,
depth, and flow velocity with relative flood inundation frequency for flood risk assessment,
they have provided new ideas and methods for flood risk evaluation. These methods
accurately assess the spatial extent and distribution of flood disasters. However, floods in
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coastal areas are often not caused by a single hazard but involve the interplay and combined
impact of multiple factors. Recent research has shifted from single- to multiple-hazard
studies, with the interaction and coupling of different hazards becoming a key challenge in
comprehensive risk assessment. Storm cyclones, typically accompanied by heavy rain and
storm surges [14–18], along with extreme river flow and astronomical tides, frequently lead
to compound flooding. Coastal areas, with their flat terrain and dense river networks, are
prone to flooding. Upstream heavy rains can cause river levels to exceed alert thresholds,
and local heavy precipitation increases the risk of dam failures or overflows [19]. High tides,
storm surges, and sea waves can further exacerbate flooding by causing seawater to back
up, particularly when coinciding with river floods, hindering floodwater discharge and
worsening drainage [20,21]. Additionally, coastal urbanization has increased the number
of impervious surfaces [22–24], altering hydrological patterns and affecting precipitation
and flow processes. Coastal cities also face challenges in flood management due to inad-
equate urban drainage infrastructure [25–28] and significant ground subsidence [29,30].
In summary, while significant progress has been made in understanding and mapping
flood characteristics, there remains a critical gap in comprehensively assessing the risk of
compound flooding, particularly in analyzing the complex interactions and cumulative
impacts of multiple flood-inducing factors in coastal areas [31]. This highlights the need for
more integrated and multifaceted research approaches to effectively address the nuances of
compound flood risks.

Therefore, this study comprehensively analyzed the processes and mechanisms of
compound flooding in coastal regions by reviewing the pertinent literature from the past
decade. It focused on three key areas: statistical models, dynamic numerical models, and
risk mapping methods employed in assessing coastal compound flood risks. The paper is
structured into three distinct sections, each dedicated to one of these focal areas, offering
a clear and concise overview of current methodologies and findings in this field. For a
detailed process flow, refer to Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Overall framework diagram of the article.

Part 1: Analysis of the disaster mechanisms of compound flooding. A review of the
literature from the past decade was conducted based on keywords, and three methods were
discussed: statistical models, numerical simulation models, and risk mapping methods.
The risk mapping methods were further categorized into artificial intelligence (AI) and
multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM).

Part 2: Various case studies related to statistical models, numerical simulation models,
and risk mapping methods were introduced. Additionally, a comprehensive discussion of
the strengths and limitations of each category and subcategory was conducted.

Part 3: This chapter introduces the recent advancements in coupled methods, along
with the associated uncertainties, and provides recommendations for future applications.
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By offering a comprehensive understanding of the methods, it aims to make meaningful
contributions to the field of research.

Part 4: A summary and recommendations for future research are presented in this
section.

In summary, this study offers an in-depth review of the three aforementioned methods,
successfully delineating all essential topics to formulate a review structure. Additionally, it
sheds light on recent advancements in coupled flood risk analysis and pinpoints areas for
further research.

2. Overview of Methods
2.1. Mechanisms of Compound Coastal Flooding

Coastal compound floods are those that take place in coastal regions, influenced by an
array of meteorological, hydrological, and hydrodynamic factors. These floods typically
result from the interplay and combination of multiple disaster-inducing elements [32–36].
Large coastal cities are prone to suffering from multiple disasters in the course of a storm
cyclone, leading to tremendous disaster losses and social impacts [37,38]. Overall, there are
three main sources of composite flooding in coastal areas [39–41]: (1) the ocean, extraor-
dinary weather events leading to dramatic seawater uplift in the form of superimposed
astronomical tidal surges, tsunamis, catastrophic ocean waves, and slow-onset sea-level
rise, i.e., so-called coastal flooding; (2) river-type flooding due to runoff from rivers gener-
ated by upstream precipitation; (3) localized precipitation, which provokes regional surface
waterlogging, called precipitation-type flooding. However, there is still a lack of scientific
understanding of the interactions between the aforementioned hazards and the coupled
disaster-causing processes in the academic community [42,43]. The simulation assessment
and prediction methods are relatively immature, which makes the simulation technology
one of the key directions in the current research of composite disaster science. Figure 2
shows a schematic diagram of the flood generation process in coastal cities and the key
factors contributing to flood inundation zones.
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Figure 2. Conceptual diagram of river–storm surge composite events in the fluvial–sea transition.
Heavy rain causes floods by increasing surface runoff and river water levels. Flooding is influenced by
factors like river shape, floodplain features, and defenses against extreme events. Coastal flooding can
be made worse by tidal surges and storm-driven water-level rises that interfere with river drainage
and raise sea levels.
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From a catchment-scale hydrological perspective, extreme precipitation and extreme
coastal water levels are the main triggers of coastal flooding. In particular, coastal water
levels can be decomposed into mean sea level (MSL), astronomical tides (ATs), non-tidal
residuals (NTRs), and wave-gaining water levels, controlled by multiple processes at differ-
ent spatial and temporal scales [1,44]. That is, in addition to the water levels observed on
conventional tide gauges, high-frequency (i.e., orders of magnitude of seconds) fluctuations
in water levels due to surface gravity waves should also be considered. Other physical
factors, like catchment and river network shape and slope, land-use type (e.g., impervi-
ous areas), evapotranspiration, and saturated soils, increase surface runoff and upstream
river flows. Simultaneously, from a hydrodynamic point of view, the topography of the
river channel and floodplain, the geometry of the river cross-section, the roughness of
the river channel and floodplain, and the presence of river structures are other critical
factors influencing the area of flood inundation. Ultimately, rainfall caused by storm surges
further increases river levels, and compound flooding occurs when river waves enter the
river–ocean transition zone with ocean surges [45]. The river waves lose momentum while
the surges hold momentum. The difference in velocity makes compound flood events
the most likely to strike in inland segments of the river–ocean transition, approaching the
tidal limit and increasing the flood risk immediately for coastal cities. Based on the above
flood-triggering factors, we conducted searches, investigations, and summaries of relevant
articles.

2.2. Detailed Overview of Search Strategy and Database Description

In this study, a comprehensive database was established using bibliometric methods [46],
providing a holistic view of the field. This database served as the foundation for identify-
ing current research trends, which were then utilized for subsequent categorical analysis.
WOS stands as the leading research platform across various scientific domains and is glob-
ally recognized as the most dependable citation database independent of publishers. We
utilized keywords related to compound flooding for searching the WOS core database. Af-
ter removing the less relevant literature, a total of 654 results were obtained. The search
terms used were as follows: (coastal/compound flood), (coastal flood/simulation/risk assess-
ment), (coastal flood/simulation/risk perception), (compound flood/risk assessment), (com-
pound flood/risk perception), (rainfall/river flood), (rainfall/storm surge), (storm surge/river
flood), (rainfall/storm surge/river flood), (storm surge/wave), (coastal/inundation/risk
assessment), (coastal flood/hazard), (coastal/inundation/hazard), (coastal/compound
flood/vulnerability), (coastal/compound flood/flood mapping), (compound flood/MCDM),
(compound flood/AHP), (compound flood/statistics), (compound flood/statistical), (com-
pound flood/machine learning), (compound flood/numerical modeling), (compound
flood/hydrodynamic), (compound flood/physically based). The timespan was from 2014
to 2023, focusing only on research articles and review papers. Within the publications, the
selection was further refined based on research areas related to science and technology,
physical sciences, social sciences, etc., ultimately identifying 440 publications linked to
coastal flooding. Then, CiteSpace was used to exclude duplicate articles, resulting in a
selection of 407 specialized publications focusing exclusively on compound coastal flooding.
The overall framework of this article is shown in Figure 2. The following is the specific
research methodology.

2.2.1. Research Stages in the Database Context

The research article output trends provide insights into the growth and focus of
compound flood research within academia. Given that the 2023 publication data are still
incomplete, our analysis was confined to the articles published between 2014 and 2022.
Figure 3 shows all annual publications between 2014 and 2022. The analysis shows that
from 2014 to 2022, the number of publications related to coastal flooding has been increasing
annually, with a significant increase since 2019. Even though the literature on compound
flooding existed prior to 2014, its systematic investigation commenced and took shape from
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that year onward. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) stated in its
report on managing risks to improve climate resilience measures that “compound events
are a combination of multiple physical processes” [47]. Compound floods in coastal areas
are among the most typical compound events. Therefore, this paper can state that, after
the concept of composite events proposed by the IPCC in 2014, people started to recognize
the significance of the research on coastal composite floods with regard to sustainable
development, and the relevant field of research began to flourish. Since then, and most
notably in 2019, as insights into nature ripen and computational capabilities improve,
scholars have embarked on describing composite floods caused by multiple flood drivers.
Thereafter, the annual publications increased from 9 in 2014 to 85 in 2022, an increase of
9.4 times in 9 years. The average number of published articles per year during this period
was 40.4, for a total of 364 articles. The spike in the number of relevant articles indicates
that this research area is becoming increasingly popular, with an upward trend.
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Rising attention can also be traced to several factors. Firstly, climate change has
intensified the impacts of compound coastal floods over the years, thereby leading to an
urgent need for advanced research on disaster mechanisms, warning simulations, and
emergency response strategies regarding compound coastal floods. Alternatively, new
tools for the research of compound floods have been made available by technological and
scientific advances, fueling the continuous growth of this domain of research.

2.2.2. Geospatial Dimensions in the Publications

Figure 4 displays the geographical distribution of the publishing countries or regions
for the 407 articles, which are spread across the globe. It should be noted that some
publications may have multiple countries as co-publishers. The United States of America
(USA), China, the United Kingdom (UK), the Netherlands, Germany, and Australia, all
of which have extensive coastlines, were the top publishing countries. Most publications
predominantly came from these well-developed nations, indicating that countries with
vast coastlines, especially developed ones, pay more attention to this research field. The
United States published 186 articles, or 45.7% of the total papers, during 2014–2023 in
the field of global coastal compound flooding research. is the US was followed by China
(78 papers), the UK (37 papers), the Netherlands (34 papers), Germany (31 papers), and
Australia (30 papers). The majority of the research on coastal compound flooding has been
carried out in the United States and China. Table 1 provides an overview of the top ten
countries in terms of global publication volume. The United States has an average citation
count of 24.76 and a total citation count of 4606. Similarly, China has values of 17.41 and
1358, the United Kingdom has 25.02 and 926, the Netherlands has 25.20 and 857, Germany
has 32.77 and 1016, and Australia has 93.2 and 2796. Notably, France and Australia exhibit
the earliest average publication years among the top ten countries, namely, 2019.10 and
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2019.2, respectively. In contrast, China and the United Kingdom have the latest average
publication years of 2020.41 and 2020.56, respectively. These findings indicate that China
and the United Kingdom have experienced significant development in coastal compound
flooding research in recent years, suggesting a potential sustained scientific impact in the
future. In conclusion, research on coastal compound flooding is primarily led by the United
States and China, with other coastal countries playing important roles.
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Table 1. The top ten countries with the highest publication volume on coastal compound flooding,
and corresponding research indicators.

No. Country Continent Link Total Link
Strength NP APY AC

1 USA North America 24 117 186 2020.18 24.76
2 China Asia 19 67 78 2020.41 17.41
3 United Kingdom Europe 21 65 37 2020.56 25.02
4 Netherlands Europe 17 52 34 2019.70 25.20
5 Germany Europe 21 56 31 2019.38 32.77
6 Australia Oceania 22 42 30 2019.2 93.2
7 Italy Europe 19 34 23 2019.65 29.13
8 Canada North America 8 13 22 2020.31 17.09
9 Spain Europe 12 21 20 2019.9 12.85

10 France Europe 14 25 19 2019.10 28.36

Note: “Link” represents the number of other countries connected to that country (excluding duplicates). “Total
Link Strength” represents the total number of connections that a country has with other countries (includ-
ing duplicated connections). No. = number, NP = number of publications, APY = average publication year,
AC = average citations.

2.3. Research Trends through Keywords

Keyword analysis enables researchers to grasp core research topics, identify emerging
trends, and pinpoint focal areas of study. Figure 5 illustrates a knowledge map created
from the results of a keyword co-occurrence analysis conducted using VOSviewer. The
green cluster is the largest cluster, with the representative keyword “Numerical Model”.
The term “Numerical Model” appeared in 91 out of 407 articles, highlighting its pivotal role
in this research domain. This cluster also contains the keywords model, hazard, HEC-HMS,
flood modeling, hydrodynamic modeling, inundation model, scenarios, hazard assessment,
hydrodynamic model, shallow-water equations, and compound flooding. The grey cluster
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is the second largest keyword cluster, including the keywords return period, frequency
analysis, dependence, copula function, probability, and multivariate. The red cluster
includes sea level, fluxes, waves, and wind. The blue cluster contains land use, machine
learning, vulnerability assessment, and livelihoods. Furthermore, a selection of frequently
occurring words was compiled for further analysis, as shown in Table 2. Through the
clustered keywords, it can be observed that, in this study, the red cluster primarily focuses
on the driving factors of coastal compound flooding, while the grey cluster is centered
around terminologies related to statistical analysis. The green cluster revolves around
numerical simulation methods used in compound flooding research, while the blue cluster
involves methods of risk assessment. To succinctly represent these clusters, they have
been categorized as “Variability”, “Encounter Probability Model”, “Numerical Simulation
Model”, and “Integrated hazard risk mapping”, respectively.
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The thematic evolution map is created by clustering the domain’s keyword networks
of different topics [48]. Figure 6 shows an overall picture of the evolution of topics in
compound research from 2014 to 2023. The analysis of the thematic evolution graph gives
us an idea of the trend of relevant research contents and topics. Two cutoff times were
selected based on the volume of the published works: 2015 and 2020. The period from
2017 to 2019 was an important period for the study of compound floods. Strongly related
words such as “compound flood”, “compound event”, “sea-level rise”, “storm surge”, and
“river flow” have appeared many times. The latest research is more inclined to analyze
the composite risk of compound floods, and the keywords focus on words such as “pair
copula construction”, “modeling dependence”, “bivariate frequency analysis”, and “risk
management”.
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Table 2. Collation of some high-frequency keywords.

Label Cluster Links Link Strength Frequency

Storm surge #1 244 864 118
Sea-level rise #1 193 535 75

Risk #1 128 469 67
Coastal flooding #3 84 171 21
Climate change #1 206 536 91

Dynamics #0 63 109 32
Variability #0 85 144 28

Compound flooding #1 126 402 56
Dependence #1 113 409 49

Compound events #2 65 120 15
Extreme rainfall #1 104 384 47

Model #2 107 240 41
Precipitation #1 102 328 41

River #1 86 214 37
Uncertainty #1 52 97 13

Tides #2 73 145 24
Copula #1 56 132 16

Inundation #2 85 201 32
Note: “#” symbol represents the number of the keyword cluster.
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the name of the keyword cluster).

The analysis of keywords and trends presented above highlights two primary concerns:
The first is assessing the future relevance of these driving forces and the likelihood of their
concurrent occurrence. A significant joint probability suggests an increased frequency
of compound floods. The second concern is understanding the cumulative impact of
these forces on flooding. Addressing these concerns, this paper discusses composite flood
hazards in three main sections: statistical modeling, dynamic numerical modeling, and risk
mapping.

3. Research Results and Discussion

This article examines the risk of compound floods, which is defined by their frequency
(return period), intensity (such as water level, volume, and duration), and potential impact
(like inundation depth). Statistical models are typically employed to determine flood
frequency, while the intensity and scope of impacts are better assessed using dynamic
numerical models and risk mapping. This paper systematically reviews advances in
composite flood hazard simulations and evaluations, focusing on encounter probability
models, numerical simulations, and integrated hazard mapping techniques.
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Probabilistic modeling, numerical modeling, and risk mapping form an intercon-
nected framework, where each component contributes to and utilizes data from the others.
Probabilistic models use historical flood data to calculate flood occurrence probabilities or
frequencies, known as return periods [49]. This output then informs numerical models,
especially for evaluating scenarios at different return periods. These numerical models
incorporate data like meteorological conditions, topography, land use, and flood frequency
from probabilistic models to detail flood characteristics, such as levels, velocities, and
flow rates [50,51]. These details are essential for risk mapping, which employs numerical
model outputs and integrates them with GIS technology to create inundation and risk
maps [52,53]. These maps provide critical insights for decision-makers about a flood’s
potential geographic spread, inundation depth, and damage distribution. The interplay of
inputs and outputs among these models is detailed in Table 3.

Table 3. Output and input data of three types of models.

Model Classification Output Data Input Data

Encounter probability models

Dependence, correlation, joint return
period, conditional probability, joint
probability, risk, uncertainties, trend,

failure probability

Historical flood event data

Numerical simulation models Depth, flow, velocity, duration, extent of
inundation, spread, hazard

Meteorological information,
topography/geomorphology, land use,

and flood frequency data

Integrated hazard risk mapping Scope of influence, vulnerability, danger,
exposure, potential risks, sensitivity

Flood levels, flow velocities, duration,
people density, road network density,

economic data

In summary, probabilistic models estimate the probability of flood occurrence, numer-
ical models delineate the flood’s specific features, and risk mapping presents these details
visually to highlight the potential scope of a flood’s impact.

3.1. Statistical Models

Within the realm of flood-related statistical model research, the initial studies mainly
concentrated on the statistical analysis of rainfall, runoff, and storm surges. Table 4 concisely
outlines the methodologies, findings, and insights from key research on various flood
hazard factors.

Although many initial studies have acknowledged the individual impacts of extreme
rainfall, coastal flooding, and river flooding, few have addressed their combined effects.
This omission potentially compromises the accuracy of depicting the true dynamics of
compound flooding events and the associated statistical features of disaster risk. There-
fore, research on the joint analysis of multiple hazard factors, based on data from station
observations and numerical simulations, is gaining increasing prevalence. The primary
research objectives of multivariate analysis include evaluating the correlation [54], depen-
dence [55], encounter probability [56], combination design, and conditional probability [57]
among multiple hazard factors. Correlation and dependence studies aim to quantify the
interrelationships among these hazard factors. Combination design is carried out to design
different encounter scenarios, such as storm surge–astronomical high tide levels, extreme
rainfall–storm surge, storm surge–extreme runoff, extreme runoff–sea-level rise, and so
on. Encounter probability represents the probability of events occurring under these dif-
ferent combination scenarios [58]. Conditional probability indicates the probability of one
event occurring given the condition of another event occurring [59]. For a comprehen-
sive overview, refer to Table 5, which tabulates several case studies on multivariate flood
analysis, encompassing causative factors, research outputs, scenario combinations, and
employed methodologies.
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Table 4. Summary of the methodologies, results, and information of the early studies on floods.

Consistent Hazard
Factor

Output Results and
Information Common Research Methodology

Extreme rainfall

Rainfall intensity Fixed threshold method, percentile
threshold method

Duration Sen slope estimation, Mann–Kendall
trend test

Return period
Extremal distribution, Gumbel

distribution function, generalized
Pareto distribution model(GPD)

Frequency Linear method of moments, Pearson
type III frequency curve

Spatial and temporal variation
characteristics

Mann–Kendall trend test, linear
regression, sliding averages, linear

regression, wavelet analysis

Runoff

Trend
Linear trend analysis method,

cumulative distance curve method,
Mann–Kendall trend test

Periodicity
Wavelet analysis, analysis of variance
(ANOVA) cycle method, composite

wavelet transform

Runoff volume Multiyear averaging, raw data trend
analysis, M-K trend analysis

Frequency Non-smooth extremal model,
polynomial normal transform

Spatial and temporal variation
characteristics

Spatial and temporal variation
characteristics, GPD

Storm surge

Frequency Data analysis method, nonstationary
statistics method

Extreme high-tide levels Formulae for forecasting extreme
high-tide levels

Spatial and temporal variation
characteristics Wavelet analysis

Return period Combinatorial distribution method

Extreme value Pearson-III-Pareto distribution model

Sea-level rise Rising trend Time-series analysis methods

Wave

Trend Regression analysis, ARIMA model

Wave height
Weibull distribution, nonlinear
shallow-water wave function,

Rayleigh distribution

Wave period Longuet-Higgins distribution

Ground subsidence

Spatial and temporal
distribution characteristics GIS spatial statistical methods

Trend GIS spatial statistical methods

Impervious surface
Spatial and temporal

distribution characteristics GIS spatial statistical methods

Trend GIS spatial statistical methods
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Table 5. Case studies related to the multifactor encounter probability modeling of floods.

Case Studies Key Constituent Output Results
and Information

Combinatorial Approach Research
MethodologyOR AND

Dependence between high sea
levels and high river discharge
increases flood hazard in global

deltas and estuaries [57]

Sea-level rise, river
Dependence,
conditional
probability

√
Copula

A Bayesian Copula-based
nonstationary framework for

compound flood risk assessment
along US coastlines [55]

Sea-level rise,
rainfall

Dependence,
uncertainties, joint

return period,
trend

√ √
Copula

Multivariate analysis of
compound flood hazard across
Canada’s Atlantic, Pacific, and
Great Lakes coastal areas [60]

Sea-level rise, river,
rainfall

Joint return period,
failure probability

√ √
Copula

Assessing the characteristics and
drivers of compound flooding

events around the UK coast [61]
Storm surge, river

Dependence,
correlation, joint

return period

√
Dependence

method,
joint-occurrence

method
Mapping dependence between

extreme rainfall and storm
surge [62]

Storm surge,
rainfall Dependence

√ Bivariate logistic
threshold-excess

model
Quantifying the dependence
between extreme rainfall and

storm surge in the coastal
zone [63]

Storm surge,
rainfall Dependence

√ Bivariate logistic
threshold-excess

model

Modeling dependence between
extreme rainfall and storm surge

to estimate coastal flooding
risk [64]

Storm surge,
rainfall Dependence

√

Bivariate logistic
threshold-excess

model, point
process, the
conditional

methods
Copula-based joint probability

analysis of compound floods from
rainstorm and typhoon surge: a

case study of Jiangsu coastal
areas, China [56]

Storm surge,
rainfall

Encounter
probability, joint

return period,
marginal

distribution, risk

√
Copula

Compounding the joint impact of
rainfall, storm surge and river

discharge on coastal flood risk: an
approach based on 3D fully

nested Archimedean Copulas [65]

Storm surge,
rainfall, river

Dependence,
encounter

probability, joint
return period,

failure probability,
risk

√ √
Copula

Flood risk assessment of loss of
life for a coastal city under the

compound effect of storm surge
and rainfall [16]

Storm surge,
rainfall

Encounter
probability

√
Copula

Joint risk analysis of extreme
rainfall and high tide level based
on extreme value theory in coastal

area [66]

Rainfall, tide

Dependence,
correlation, joint

return period,
encounter
probability

√
Copula

Compound flood impact of water
level and rainfall during tropical
cyclone periods in a coastal city:

the case of Shanghai [67]

Peak water levels
(storm surge,

astronomical tides,
sea-level rise),

rainfall

Dependency,
encounter

probability, peak
water level

√
Copula

Note: AND scenarios consider the possibility of two or more marginal variables simultaneously exceeding
specific thresholds, while OR scenarios consider the possibility of at least one marginal variable exceeding the
threshold [55]; AND and OR are the most commonly used combinations of hazard scenarios [68].
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Table 5 highlights the predominant use of the copula method in recent studies. The
copula method was most widely used in these studies. Copula is one of the latest advance-
ments in the field of multivariate dependence modeling, and it can be used for calculating
joint probability distributions, dependencies, and return periods of bivariate or even multi-
variate relationships in compound flood scenarios, such as rainfall–storm surge [14,69,70],
rainfall–tide [66,71,72], or sea-level rise–river [73,74]. More than a dozen linear copula
functions have been identified in known studies, each of which corresponds to a different
number of parameters, and which differ significantly in their fitting performance [59].
In general, copula functions can be classified into three main categories: Archimedean
copula, elliptical copula, and quadratic copula. The Archimedean copula family includes
both symmetric copulas (such as the Frank copula) and asymmetric copulas (such as the
Joe copula). The elliptical copula family includes the Gaussian copula and the t copula.
Detailed categorization information can be found in Figure 7. The Frank copula, Gumbel
copula, and Clayton copula, which are the most commonly used Archimedean copulas in
the field of hydrology, have different tail characteristics [75]. Different copula functions
are used in practical applications, and the calculation results have large differences, so it is
especially critical to select a suitable copula function. In practice, it is necessary to select the
copula function that works best with the available data according to the root-mean-square
error criterion (minimum RMSE), Akaike information criterion (minimum AIC), and BIC
(minimum BIC) [76]. But regardless of the type of copula function, binary copulas are still
predominant in the current research. Multivariate coupling modeling is more challenging
compared to bivariate modeling, and it should be a future consideration to improve the
model to accommodate more variables.
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3.2. Numerical Modeling Approaches

In the past, both numerical simulation models and statistical models primarily con-
centrated on singular hazard factors, including rainfall, storm surges, and river flows,
rather than a combination of elements. Recent trends, however, have shifted towards
encompassing multiple hazard factors in flood simulation studies. The application research
of numerical simulation models can be categorized into two types, namely, single-type
and coupled-type, based on the number of compounded flood factors involved. Figure 8
displays the overall framework of the numerical simulation model.
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3.2.1. Isolated Scenario Analysis (ISA)

In coastal regions, rainfall runoff serves as a principal driver of compound flooding
events. Researchers use different control conditions and mathematical equations to create
numerical models that simulate this process. These models are essential for predicting
floods’ development and behavior in various environmental settings. Generally, these
simulation models fall into two categories: static and dynamic numerical models.

In fluids with an extremely low viscosity coefficient, the resistance term becomes
trivial to the extent that it can be omitted, and the momentum equation may also be
considered unnecessary. When hydrodynamic equations exclude this dynamic term, the
model is classified as a non-dynamic numerical model. In 2001, Liu introduced a flood
assessment methodology utilizing digital elevation models (DEMs), categorized into two
types: passive submergence and active submergence [77]. Both of these methods belong
to the category of non-dynamic numerical models. The passive submergence analysis
method, commonly referred to as the “bathtub model [78]”, utilizes a digital elevation
model (DEM) by overlaying the floodplain surface onto a raster or triangulated irregular
network (TIN) [79,80]. In this approach, all areas below the flat floodplain surface are
classified as flooded, disregarding the impact of topography on water flow. However,
previous studies have indicated that this method tends to overestimate the depth and
extent of flooding due to its simplistic representation of flood routing [81,82]. This is due to
the importance of considering topography in flood simulations, which cannot be ignored,
as it directly affects the flow of floodwaters and can hinder the spread of floodwaters in
higher-elevated areas. When the influence of both topography and discharge points is
considered on top of the passive submergence model, it is referred to as active submergence.
The cellular automaton (CA) method is commonly used to simulate active submergence.
CA is a grid-based dynamical model that discretizes time, space, and states [83], enabling
the capture of the spatiotemporal evolution of floods. Jamali (2019) proposed a rapid flood
inundation model called CA-ffé, based on the CA method, and compared it with HEC-RAS
and TUFLOW [84]. The results proved that CA is effective. However, it is worth noting
that CA models are often tested under ideal conditions and may exhibit lower accuracy in
reproducing 2D fluid dynamics compared to models based on the comprehensive shallow-
water equations (SWEs).

In contrast with the approach of non-dynamic numerical models, many researchers
incorporate the dynamic term in governing equations for more accurate flood flow simula-
tion and precise data acquisition, known as dynamic numerical modeling. In the dynamic
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numerical models for single-element simulation, there are hydrological models, as well as
1D, 2D, and 3D hydrodynamic models. The hydrological model typically operates indepen-
dently to calculate the inflow and outflow, determining the temporal variation in flow at
upstream cross-sections and control sections of river branches [85,86]. This flow process
can be used as an input boundary condition for hydrodynamic models. In hydrodynamic
simulations, the 1D hydrodynamic model is inadequate for addressing the problem of
urban surface floods that lack a fixed direction and path. At the same time, the computation
of a 3D hydrodynamic model is both complex and time-consuming. Consequently, the
application of 2D hydrodynamic models is more extensive.

In the realm of 2D hydrodynamic modeling, certain scholars have streamlined the
governing equations, resulting in practical and computationally efficient models—for ex-
ample, 2D diffusion wave models that ignore the local acceleration term and the convective
acceleration term, simple inertial models that ignore the convective acceleration term
(e.g., LISFLOOD-FP [87]), and a 2D kinematic wave model omitting the local acceleration
term, convective acceleration term, and pressure term [88]. The kinematic wave model was
initially developed for fluvial flooding with deeper water [89,90]. When conducting simu-
lations of relatively shallow urban surface water inundation, the kinematic wave model
has certain limitations, requiring several significant assumptions to be made, and it has a
low level of accuracy itself. Therefore, the diffusion wave model [91–93] and the simplified
inertial equation model [94,95] are considered to be more practical and commonly used
simplified models in the field of flood disaster simulation and risk perception. However,
simplified models may lead to inaccurate computational results.

Compared to simplified equations and models, the complete 2D SWE applies to vari-
ous flow conditions and geographical environments, including meandering watercourses,
complex terrain, and irregular water bodies. The complete 2D SWE model that considers
more physical details and more accurate fluid dynamic simulation results can be obtained,
yielding excellent performance in surface flood simulation research. However, in the full-
process simulation of urban floods, the 2D model does not account for the influence of
underground drainage pipes, which is a limitation. Therefore, to enhance the accuracy
of coastal city flood simulations, many researchers have focused on the coupling of 1D
drainage network models with 2D surface flow models [96–99]. By establishing a fluid
exchange between the 2D and 1D models, a more comprehensive urban flood model can be
constructed.

As crucial as rainfall runoff, another equally significant contributor to coastal flooding
is the phenomenon of storm surges. Historically, most of the early storm-surge simulations
were 2D models based on depth-integrated SWEs [100–103]. Their predominant advantages
lie in their simplicity and computational efficiency, which is why they have been adopted
extensively for storm-surge warnings across numerous countries [104]. As computing
capabilities advanced alongside the refinement of algorithms, the realm of oceanography
saw a gradual shift towards 3D numerical models for storm-surge simulation and opera-
tional forecasting, such as the ADCIRC, DELFT3D, POM, and FVCOM models [105]. For
instance, Valle (2018) coupled the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model with the
Advanced Circulation Model (ADCIRC) to simulate the effects of storm surges [106]. Liu
(2018) created a 3D visualization of the flood pathway process based on the volume-of-fluid
(VOF) numerical model [107]. The study’s results indicated that 3D visualization can serve
as an effective tool to visually and realistically present the dynamic changes in hydrological
information. Ye (2020) proposed a 3D atmospheric pressure model for river-to-ocean flow
based on unstructured grids [108]. This model integrates traditional hydrological and
oceanographic models into a single modeling platform to simulate storm surges, subse-
quent river flooding events, and compound wave surges. This research demonstrates the
significance of incorporating the 3D effect in storm-surge simulations. In comparison to
two-dimensional (2D) modeling approaches, three-dimensional (3D) simulations provide
a comprehensive inclusion of critical parameters such as topography, bathymetry, wind
velocity, and wind direction. Additionally, by integrating these factors, more accurate
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storm-surge modeling and precise prediction of surge water levels can be achieved, leading
to more precise estimations of inundation extents.

Expanding on this concept, it is important to highlight the distinct challenges posed
by wave flooding. Wave flooding is a type of flooding caused by large amounts of seawater
being pushed onto the coast by strong winds, leading to considerable infrastructural
damages, including to structures like dikes and bridges. Notably, wave flooding intensifies
the risks associated with compound flooding. Krishna’s 2023 study on India’s southwest
coast delved into the interplay between waves, wind, and tides, illuminating wave activity’s
pivotal role in flood catastrophes [109]. A comprehensive literature review reveals a
research gap, with single-wave flooding being relatively less studied than rainfall-induced
or storm-surge floods. This can be attributed to the fact that wave flooding is inherently
triggered by intense winds, with extreme meteorological events, especially severe storms,
typically resulting in outcomes like storm surges. Consequently, research on wave flooding
typically integrates elements like tides and storm surges.

Broadly, global development issues like rising sea levels [110,111], the expansion of
impervious surfaces [22–24], and land subsidence [112,113] significantly impact flood pat-
terns. Their effects are particularly pronounced in determining the severity and frequency
of compound flooding in coastal regions. Rather than studying these elements separately,
they are often analyzed in tandem with other influencing factors to gain a deeper under-
standing of compound flooding mechanisms. A compilation of frequently utilized dynamic
numerical simulation models for single-scenario simulations, complete with the associated
control equations, access methodologies, and results, can be found in Table 6.

Table 6. Description of some existing dynamic numerical models.

Category Typical Model Model Equation
Description Access Information Acquisition

Hydrological models

HEC-HMS - Commercial Flow, spatial distribution

VIC - Open-source Flow, water level, spatial
distribution

SWAT - Open-source Flow, water level, spatial
distribution

MIKE SHE - Commercial Flow, water level, velocity,
spatial distribution, duration

HEC-GEORAS - Commercial Flow, water level, velocity,
spatial distribution, duration

1D hydrodynamic
models

HEC-RAS 1D 1D SWE Open-source Flow, water level, velocity,
spatial distribution, duration

MIKE 11 1D SWE Commercial Flow, water level, velocity,
spatial distribution, duration

ISIS 1D 1D SWE Commercial Flow, water level, velocity,
spatial distribution, duration

2D hydrodynamic
models

Lisflood-FP [87] Inertial formulation
of 2D SWE Research Flow, water level, velocity,

spatial distribution, duration

MIKE 21 NSE Commercial Flow, water level, velocity,
spatial distribution, duration

TUFLOW 2D SWE Commercial
Flow, water level, velocity,

spatial distribution, duration,
wave height

FloodMap [114] The 2D diffusive
wave model Research Water level, spatial distribution,

duration
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Table 6. Cont.

Category Typical Model Model Equation
Description Access Information Acquisition

2D hydrodynamic
models

HEC-RAS 2D 2D SWE + diffusion
wave Open-source Flow, water level, velocity,

spatial distribution, duration

CityCAT 2D SWE Open-source
Flow, water level, velocity,

spatial distribution, duration,
probability, vulnerability

TELEMAC 2D 2D SWE Commercial Flow, water level, velocity,
spatial distribution, duration

DHMUbran The 2D diffusive
wave model Research Flow, water level, velocity,

spatial distribution, duration

UPFLOOD [115] 2D diffusive wave
model Research Water level, velocity, spatial

distribution

JFLOW [116] 2D diffusive wave
model Research Flow, water level, velocity,

spatial distribution, duration

ISIS 2D 2D SWE Commercial Flow, water level, velocity,
spatial distribution, duration

3D hydrodynamic
models

Delfet3D NSE Commercial
Flow, velocity, water level, flow
direction, spatial distribution,

duration

ADCIRC NSE Open-source
Flow, velocity, water level, flow
direction, spatial distribution,

duration, pressure

TELEMAC 3D NSE Open-source
Flow, velocity, water level, flow
direction, spatial distribution,

duration, pressure

3.2.2. Composite Scenario Analysis (CSA)

Compound flood inundation typically encompasses multiple terrestrial processes,
including rainfall and river flow, along with marine elements such as storm surges and
waves [59]. Therefore, simulating compound flood scenarios requires the coupling of
oceanographic, hydrological, and hydrodynamic processes. In common composite scenario
numerical simulations, it is common to use the results of one model as input conditions
for another model. Based on the type of model that ultimately determines the extent of
flood inundation, these models can be classified into three categories [117]: hydrodynamics-
dominated models (such as HEC-RAS, MIKE21, and LISFLOOD-FP), hydrology-dominated
models (like SWMM, MIKE SHE, and VIC), and oceanography-dominated models (such
as ADCIRC, POM, and Deleft3D), as shown in Figure 9. Hydrodynamics-dominated
models use observed or simulated hydrological and oceanographic datasets as inputs to
direct the final inundation extents. For example, Yin (2016) coupled the storm-surge model
ADCIRC with the urban flood inundation model FloodMap, using the ADCIRC storm-surge
modeling as an input to simulate the urban inundation in New York City during Hurricane
Sandy [118]. Shen (2022) coupled a storm-surge model with a coupled 1D/2D urban flood
model to quantify the impact of possible future climate scenarios on the transportation
infrastructure in Norfolk, Virginia, USA [119]. Bennett (2023) studied compound flooding
in North Jakarta, Indonesia caused by waves, tides, and river flow, using a coupling of
the Delft3D and HEC-RAS models [120]. Hydrodynamics-based coupled models have the
advantage of using readily available datasets or simulation results from open models as
inputs. This can avoid the need for complex models, such as hydrological and oceanic
circulation models, since there is no established mutual interaction between the two models;
only using the results of the previous model as the input for the next model may lead to
underestimation of the final simulation results, resulting in inaccurate outcomes.
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The hydrology-dominated coupled models focus on establishing hydrological simu-
lation processes and combining observed data or model-generated sea levels to simulate
the entire process from precipitation runoff to inundation. Silva-Araya (2018) proposed an
approach combining the simulated wave nearshore model and the Advanced Circulation
Model (ADCIRC) with the gridded surface/subsurface hydrological analysis (GSSHA) 2D
hydrological model to determine the levels of coastal flooding caused by a combination
of storm surge and surface runoff [121]. Shi (2022) investigated the effects of compound
flooding when rainfall and storm surges occur simultaneously, developing a coupled
model based on the 1D hydrological model SWMM and the 2D hydrodynamic model
ADCIRC [122]. Similarly, hydrology-dominated coupled models, in which the interaction
between storm surges and runoff is not considered, can underestimate the simulation
results.

In oceanography-dominated coupled flood simulations, the focus is primarily on
simulating marine processes while utilizing simulated or observed data of hydrological
processes such as rainfall and runoff as inputs. Tromble (2013) utilized the distributed
hydrological model HL-RDHM to generate flow boundary conditions for ADCIRC and
simulated storm-surge inundation [123]. Bacopoulos (2017) integrated the SWAT and AD-
CIRC models to develop a coupled model for flood prediction in coastal regions [124]. Lee
(2019) coupled the hydrological model HEC-HMS with the hydrodynamic model Delft3D,
where HEC-HMS was used for hydrological simulation, while Delft3D incorporated the
runoff data, wind speed, pressure, and topography from HEC-HMS to calculate compound
flood water levels and velocities [125]. In oceanography-dominated coupled flood sim-
ulations, the neglect of mutual interactions between rainfall, river flooding, and marine
processes can also lead to an underestimation of the inundation outcomes in the coupled
flood simulation.

Table 7 lists additional composite flood coupling modeling studies that employ this
method, including their categories, models, and research subjects.
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Table 7. More case studies of unidirectional transfer composite model research.

Case Studies Categories Models Research Subjects

Cascade impact of hurricane movement,
storm tidal surge, sea level rise, and

precipitation variability on flood assessment
in a coastal urban watershed [126]

Hydrology-dominated
model ADCIRC-SWAN, ICPR

Hurricane, storm tidal surge,
sea-level rise, precipitation

changes

The combined impact of inland and coastal
floods: mapping knowledge base for the
development of planning strategies [127]

Hydrodynamics-
dominated model SWMM, HEC-RAS Rainfall, runoff, sea-level

rise, storm surge

A multi-scale ensemble-based framework for
forecasting compound coastal-riverine

flooding: The Hackensack-Passaic watershed
and Newark Bay [128]

Hydrodynamics-
dominated model

HEC-HMS, NYHOPS,
HEC-RAS Storm surge, river

Assessing compound flooding from
landfalling tropical cyclones on the North

Carolina coast [129]

Hydrodynamics-
dominated model

HEC-HMS, ADCIRC,
HEC-RAS Rainfall, storm surge

Modelling of coastal inundation in response
to a tropical cyclone using a coupled
hydraulic HEC-RAS and ADCIRC

model [130]

Hydrodynamics-
dominated model ADCIRC, HEC-RAS Rainfall, runoff, storm surge

Developing a hybrid modeling and
multivariate analysis framework for storm

surge and runoff interactions in urban
coastal flooding [131]

Hydrology-dominated
model Delft3D -SWAN, SWMM Storm surge, runoff

Use of 1D unsteady HEC-RAS in a coupled
system for compound flood modelling:

North Carolina case study [132]

Hydrodynamics-
dominated model

ADCIRC, HL-RDHM,
HEC-RAS 1D Rainfall, tidal

Developing a modelling framework to
simulate compound flooding: when storm

surge interacts with riverine flow [133]

Oceanography-
dominated model HEC-RAS, ADCIRC Storm surge, river

A new 1D/2D coupled modelling approach
for a riverine-estuarine system under storm
events: application to Delaware River basin

Oceanography-
dominated model

NWM, D-Flow FM,
ADCIRC/WW3

Tidal, surges, river, wind,
atmospheric pressure

3.3. Integrated Hazard Risk Mapping

Flood hazard maps are essential for probing areas exposed that are to flood hazards,
and they provide an effective representation of the spatial extent and distribution of flood
hazards. Flood risk mapping plays an instrumental role in the identification of potential
flood hazard areas, hazard intensities, flood depths, and initial damage levels. Compared
to probability models and numerical simulation models, integrated hazard risk mapping is
simpler and more suitable for large-scale and long-term risk assessment, and it has strong
integration capabilities [134] with other methods. Based on the integration status with
numerical simulation models, integrated hazard risk mapping methods can be classified
into two categories: empirical methods and physical-based methods. Empirical methods
include MCDM and AI methods [135]. Physical-based methods combine empirical models
with numerical simulation models, using accurate physical information such as water
depth, flow velocity, and inundation area obtained from the simulation models for more
precise risk assessment. The structure and classification of integrated hazard risk mapping
methods are shown in Figure 10.

MCDM refers to the decision to choose a limited (infinite) set of conflicting schemes
that cannot be shared. This is a method that aims to help decision-makers integrate
information to simplify the decision-making process. The result is usually a set of weights
related to different goals [136,137]. Then, utilizing the weighted linear combination and
sequential weighted average method [137], the weights are summarized, and the attributes
of each factor are summed along with their weight to determine the final score of the
factors considered in the analysis. After investigation, the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) [138,139] is the most popular MCDM method in flood risk assessment [140]. The
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AHP can rank alternative solutions based on several criteria through discrete or continuous
pairwise comparisons to address decision-making problems [141], and today it is seldom
used alone but, mostly, combined with other flood risk assessment tools to perceive the risk.
For example, Cui (2017) considered flood factors in coastal cities, such as the geological
deposition rate, rising sea levels, precipitation, the length of urban drainage pipes, annual
GDP, and population, utilizing the AHP, Grey model (GM), and artificial neural network
(ANN) to predict flood losses [142]. Currently, the application of MCDM in the field of
composite flood risk perception is limited, but it has great potential for development.
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Recently, the application of AI techniques, such as machine learning (ML) and deep
learning (DL), in geological hazard modeling has been rapidly advancing. ML models are a
subfield of AI capable of building predictive models from historical data. They use remote
sensing (RS) and past flood data to detect spatial flood ranges and sensitive areas. According
to different data and different needs, the researchers can choose different ML algorithms
to determine the risk of coastal compound floods. Among these, the ANN is the most
popular and widely used method [143]. Wang (2016) developed an ANN-based system to
predict storm surges along the Louisiana coast [144]. Sahoo (2019) proposed an alternative
approach to predict storm surges and onshore flooding using techniques such as ANNs,
using pre-computed storm-surge and flood data scenarios to train ANN models for the
entire Orissa coast, with a 99% success rate [145]. Chondros (2021) proposed an integrated
approach for flood warning applicable to the flood-prone coastal area of Rohimno, Crete,
Greece, developing an ANN model and demonstrating the superior performance of the
developed ANN [146]. In addition to ANNs, other ML models—such as random forests
(RF) [147–151], the Gaussian process metamodel (GPM) [152], support-vector machine
(SVM) [147,150], and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [153]—have also been applied.
The ML model can make full use of historical data without considering the physical process
of flood formation and can quickly train, verify, test, and evaluate the risk of floods based
only on the historical flood record dataset, which provides an easier-to-implement approach
to flood prediction, with high performance and relatively little complexity compared to
physical models [154]. However, considering accuracy, it is still necessary to strengthen
the close connection between ML and the physical process of flood formation. At present,
there are few algorithms involved in the related flood mechanisms [155]. This will be one
of the key research directions of ML methods in the field of flooding in the future. DL, as a
subset of ML based on neural network structures [156], consists of multiple performance
layers and obtains nonlinear modules through construction [157]. Convolutional neural
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networks (CNNs) are a commonly used method in DL. Liu (2019) developed an effective
and robust method for coastal inundation mapping based on a deep CNN with dual-time-
phase and dual-polarized synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) image information [158]. Munoz
(2021) evaluated the performance of CNN and data fusion (DF) frameworks for generating
composite flood maps along the southeast Atlantic coast of the United States under the
influence of Hurricane Matthew [159]. The results show that the resulting composite flood
map matches well (80%) with the backward-guided flood map for coastal emergency risk
assessment. Although DL has been a hot research direction in recent years, the application
of DL in flood risk perception is still a relatively new field.

Physical-based methods, as compared to empirical models, have several advantages.
Firstly, physical-based methods can consider more complex scenarios by incorporating
multiple interacting physical factors associated with compound flood hazards, leading
to more accurate risk assessment results. Secondly, numerical simulation models used in
physical-based methods can partition the study area into smaller grid cells, resulting in
more precise risk assessment outcomes. Currently, many scholars have already employed
physical-based methods for assessing flood risks. Hsu (2017) used the wind wave model
(WWM), Princeton Ocean Model (POM), and WASH123D watershed model to simulate
wave conditions, storm surges, and coastal inundation [160]. Based on the results of the
inundation simulation, an analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was employed to establish a
research area risk map using vulnerability and hazard analysis [160]. Afifi (2019) conducted
a comprehensive study on flood risk by using the 3Di model and high-resolution DEM
to simulate typhoon-induced flood inundation, assessing disaster losses and evaluating
the vulnerability of the study area through the AHP [161]. Yan (2021) proposed a method
that couples neural networks with numerical models to simulate and identify high-risk
areas for urban floods [162]. The results indicated that this method achieved a high level of
prediction accuracy. Ayyad (2022) utilized the ADCIRC model to simulate and generate
a large dataset of synthetic tropical cyclones, which was then used to train, validate, and
test an ANN model [163]. The study demonstrated that physical-based simulations can
be combined with ANN models to provide faster and more efficient predictions for low-
probability events. Zhang (2022) proposed a flood prediction model called QPF-RIF, which
combines a hydraulic model (SOBEK), support-vector machine–multistep forecast (SVM-
MSF), and a self-organizing map (SOM) [164]. The test results demonstrated that this model
is capable of accurately predicting the long-term distribution and depth of floods, offering
more reliable real-time and future information. Numerous studies have demonstrated that
combining integrated hazard risk mapping methods with numerical simulation models
can yield better predictive results.

Finally, some case studies are listed in Table 8, showcasing the methods, classifications,
input indicators, and output results applied in integrated hazard risk mapping.

Table 8. Research case studies and method classifications, along with input and output information
of integrated hazard risk mapping methods.

Case Studies Classification Methods Input Output

Assessing coastal vulnerability to
environmental hazards of the Indian
Sundarban delta using multicriteria
decision-making approaches [138]

Empirical
methods

Simple average method
(SAM), AHP, principal

component analysis
(PCA)

22 indicators of physical,
climate, and socioeconomic

variables
Vulnerability

Flood loss prediction of coastal city
based on GM-ANN [142]

Empirical
methods

AHP, Grey prediction
model (GM), ANN

Geological deposition rate,
sea-level rise, precipitation,
length of urban drainage
pipes, annual GDP, and

population

Flood-prone
areas

Risk mapping of Indian coastal
districts using IPCC-AR5 framework
and multi-attribute decision-making

approach [165]

Empirical
methods IPCC-AR5, TOPSIS

35 indicators, including
hazard, vulnerability, and

economic factors
Risk index
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Table 8. Cont.

Case Studies Classification Methods Input Output

AHP and TOPSIS-based flood risk
assessment-a case study of the

Navsari City, Gujarat, India [117]

Empirical
methods AHP, TOPSIS 14 indicators, including

hazard and vulnerability

Hazard,
vulnerability,

risk
Inundation risk assessment based on

G-DEMATEL-AHP and its
application to the Zhengzhou

flooding disaster [166]

Empirical
methods Grey-DEMATEL-AHP

Involving 12 indicators
related to natural
environment and

vulnerability

Risk area

Urban flooding risk assessment
based on GIS- game theory

combination weight: A case study of
Zhengzhou City [167]

Empirical
methods AHP-CRITIC

Water depth, population
density, road network

density, land use, lighting
brightness, medical rescue

points

Risk index

Assessment of long and short-term
flood risk using the multi-criteria

analysis model with the
AHP-Entropy method in the Poyang

Lake basin [168]

Empirical
methods AHP-entropy 10 indicators, including

hazard and vulnerability Risk index

A coastal flood early-warning
system based on offshore sea state

forecasts and artificial neural
networks [146]

Empirical
methods ANN

Characteristics of ocean
waves (height, period, and

direction), sea-level
elevation

Flood-prone
areas

From local to regional compound
flood mapping with deep learning
and data fusion techniques [159]

Empirical
methods CNN, DF

Multispectral Landsat
analysis-ready data (ARD),

synthetic-aperture radar
(SAR) data with dual

polarization, DEM

Compound
flood map

An effective alternative for
predicting coastal floodplain

inundation by considering rainfall,
storm surge, and downstream

topographic characteristics [169]

Physical-based
methods

ADCIRC, distributed
hydrological model,

RNN

3 hydrological factors and
7 geomorphic factors Flood depth

Integrated hydrodynamic and
machine learning models for

compound flooding prediction in a
data-scarce estuarine delta [147]

Physical-based
methods

SLIM 2D, RF, SVM,
multiple linear

regression (MLR)

Atmospheric, oceanic, and
riverine variables Water level

A study on coastal flooding and risk
assessment under climate change in

the mid-western coast of
Taiwan [160]

Physical-based
methods

WWM, POM,
WASH123D, AHP

Engineering,
socioeconomics, land use,

geology, disaster
prevention facilities

Astronomical
tides, storm

surges,
typhoon
waves

generated by
nearshore

wave setup,
wave runup,

overflow
A rapid prediction model of urban
flood inundation in a high-risk area

coupling machine learning and
numerical aimulation

approaches [162]

Physical-based
methods PCSWMM, Elman Rainfall, water depth Water depth

Artificial intelligence for hurricane
storm surge hazard assessment [163]

Physical-based
methods ADCIRC, ANN

Central pressure,
maximum wind speed,
maximum wind speed

radius, storm-surge peak
height, latitude distance,
left–right longitudinal

distance

Storm-surge
height, return

period
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4. Challenges and Future Perspectives

Under climate change and urbanization, there will continue to be a rise in sea lev-
els [170], an increase in the frequency and intensity of typhoons and extreme rainfall [171],
and shifting interactions between runoff and storm surges [172], with the tendency for
compound flooding in coastal areas to be increasingly severe [73]. Advancing research on
compound floods in the context of climate change is crucial for enhancing flood response
strategies and effective risk management. Given these circumstances, several key aspects
should be considered in future studies of compound flooding in coastal regions.

In compound flood frequency analysis, the assumption of stationarity under a consis-
tent distribution is paramount. However, this assumption has been increasingly challenged
by the escalating frequency and intensity of typhoons, influenced by global climate change,
rising sea levels, and anthropogenic activities. These factors have significantly altered
the stationarity of key variables like precipitation, runoff, and tidal levels [59,173]. Con-
sequently, compound flood studies that rest on the stationarity premise may not fully
encapsulate the complexities of contemporary real-world scenarios [174]. Additionally, the
data underpinning these statistical methods, whether sourced from observational stations
or simulation outputs, often face challenges related to their quality and duration [175],
which, in turn, can profoundly influence the assessment’s outcomes [59]. Moreover, under
the non-stationarity assumption, there is a noticeable dearth of research on multidimen-
sional statistical models for compound floods, especially those extending beyond two
dimensions. The intricacies of developing such models under nonstationary conditions
present not only computational challenges but also theoretical ones, as they require the
integration of multiple approaches. Further research endeavors in this direction are not
only warranted but essential for enhancing our understanding and predictive capabilities.

For example, Razmi (2022) considered the non-stationarity of extreme sea levels and
precipitation, conducting bivariate frequency analysis using the copula method [176]. The
results showed that under nonstationary conditions, the joint return period of compound
floods was shorter. Naseri (2022) evaluated the dependencies and non-stationarity effects
between variables in coastal–pluvial compound floods in the context of rising sea levels
and changing precipitation patterns, using a copula-based Bayesian framework [55]. It was
found that the risk of compound floods was greater under nonstationary scenarios. Pirani
(2023) considered the non-stationarity of rainfall, river flow, and coastal floods in both the
temporal and spatial dimensions, developing a nonstationary multivariate model using the
C-vine copula method with constant, linear, and quadratic link functions for the parameters,
and the uncertainties were quantified based on the Bayesian approach [177]. The results
indicated that under nonstationary conditions, the joint return period of compound floods
significantly shortened, and the failure probability exceeded that of the assumption of
stationarity. However, because the higher uncertainty and complex dependencies lead to
difficulties in constructing joint multivariate statistical models, there are still fewer studies
on joint multivariate probabilistic analyses of compound floods. Future studies should
consider more joint variables and select more flexible methods for modeling, which is the
future trend.

Building on these insights about non-stationarity, it is clear that researchers need better
tools to understand floods. This is where the recent shift towards coupling numerical
simulation models comes into play. In recent years, the coupling of numerical simulation
models has emerged as the predominant approach for composite flood simulation, with
the objective of attaining a comprehensive and granular representation of flood dynamics.
Huehne (2016) delineated this model coupling into four distinct categories: unidirectional-
type coupling, loose coupling, tight coupling, and complete coupling [178]. Specifically,
the unidirectional transfer of information, as detailed in Section 3.2.2 is indicative of
unidirectional-type coupling. Loose coupling allows models to operate independently
yet synchronize to facilitate concurrent information iteration. Conversely, tight coupling
is achieved through code integration, enabling interaction within the same code, while
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complete coupling represents the seamless integration of various models into a unified
framework that operates under a consistent equation set [117,178].

Notably, current research heavily leans towards unidirectional coupling [33,117], de-
spite its inherent limitations. For instance, the unidirectional coupling between ocean and
land hydrological models typically uses ocean model outputs as inputs for the hydrological
model, potentially overlooking the risk of critical land–ocean interactions. This oversight
underscores the need for advancing research into loose, tight, or even complete coupling
for more accurate composite flood simulations. Presently, investigations into loose and
tight couplings remain limited. Saleh (2017) employed a loose coupling technique, com-
bining the HEC-HMS hydrological model, the NYHOPS ocean model, and the HEC-RAS
hydrological model to simulate inundation during Hurricanes Irene (2011) and Sandy
(2012) [128]. Similarly, Tang (2013) implemented a domain decomposition method, facilitat-
ing tight coupling between the Godunov-type shallow-water model (SWM) and the ocean
model FVCOM [179]. Moreover, Shi (2022) amalgamated the one-dimensional SWMM
model into the two-dimensional ADCIRC model, achieving tight coupling to examine
various flood factors [122], while Li (2022) employed the tightly coupled ADCIRC-SWAN
model to study storm-surge-induced coastal inundation in Laizhou Bay [180]. Nonetheless,
merely amplifying the coupling intensity may not suffice for accurate simulations. It is
paramount to recognize that coupled models inherently harbor uncertainties, such as initial
topographical inaccuracies [181,182] and potential errors in prior driving data [183]. Other
uncertainties, including those stemming from model parameters like roughness coefficients
and wind resistance, are elaborated upon in Table 9. Addressing these challenges will be
vital for future advancements in composite flood hazard assessment.

Table 9. Potential elements and factors contributing to model uncertainty.

Category Sources of Uncertainty

Parameter uncertainty

Roughness

Soil permeability

Dam parameters

River cross-section

Eddy viscosity

Diffusivity

River permeability coefficient

Data uncertainty

DEM

Wind power, wind speed, wind direction

Land-use data

Rainfall runoff data

Dike data

Water-level observation data

Model uncertainty

Hydrological models

Hydrodynamic models

Ocean models

Coupling mode

Model assumptions uncertainty
Spatiotemporal consistency

Stationary

Data assimilation (DA) has emerged as a pivotal technique to counteract uncertain-
ties, aiming to synergize model states with observational data, either from the field or
from remote sensing, to refine predictions [184]. Its efficacy has been documented across
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various realms, including hydrology [185,186], meteorology [187,188], and ocean model-
ing [189]. Asher (2019) introduced an optimized interpolation-based DA approach, which
significantly reduced the water-level residuals during Hurricane Matthew on the US’s
southeastern Atlantic coast [190]. This method was observed to halve the storm’s over-
all surge error. Munoz (2022) coupled an integrated Kalman filter with hydrodynamic
modeling, underscoring DA’s capacity to bolster composite flood hazard assessments in
vulnerable regions, irrespective of the primary flood drivers—be they fluvial, stormwater,
or coastal [191]. The potential of DA to address uncertainties in composite flood drivers
presents a promising avenue for future research.

However, a salient challenge remains: coupled models, given their complexity, of-
ten lack real-time computational efficiency. This has led to a pivot towards harnessing
acceleration technologies like GPU and parallel algorithms. Proven to exponentially en-
hance flood models’ computation speeds, GPU algorithms represent a game-changer in
the field [192–194]. For instance, Li (2022) showcased a 2D hydrodynamic parallel model
that achieved a staggering 42-fold acceleration in flood simulation for Harbin’s Nangang
district [195]. Similarly, Buttinger-Kreuzhuber (2022) introduced a hybrid method merging
GPU-accelerated runoff simulation with CPU-based sewer network simulation, achiev-
ing up to 1000 times the speed [196]. Yet, it is pertinent to note that while GPUs excel
in accelerating simpler models, they falter with intricate ones. This necessitates refining
the dynamical framework and simplifying the coupled model without compromising its
essence.

Statistical models, while proficient at calculating dependencies between flood drivers,
lack the capacity to depict the scope and depth of flood inundation or to quantify the
mitigation impact of hydraulic engineering constructions [197]. In contrast, numerical
modeling provides a vivid representation of compound flooding risks. Marrying statistical
methods with numerical models leverages the benefits of both methodologies. However,
risk assessments rooted solely in historical data often neglect the uncertainties ushered in
by dynamic conditions. Hence, an amplified focus on research addressing hazard factor
uncertainties is paramount [198,199]. This can be achieved by generating extensive datasets
through stochastic simulations that encompass random rainfall, typhoon trajectories, and
intensities. Utilizing numerical models can further dissect the inherent uncertainties in
these simulations. Notably, current flood risk assessments under climate change uncertain-
ties remain underexplored and tend to be limited to individual factors. As an illustration,
Chaudhary (2022) introduced a probability-centric deep learning technique to ascertain
uncertainties from intensified rainfall due to variables like climate change and urban ex-
pansion [200]. It is also crucial to acknowledge that extreme events, such as typhoons,
can catalyze secondary hazards like landslides. A deeper understanding of the intercon-
nected dynamics behind these cascading disaster sequences is vital. Equally important
is the consideration of the evolving vulnerability of exposed elements [201], influenced
by diverse factors, ranging from coastal defense strategies amidst global climate change
to demographic shifts and socioeconomic developments, all of which collectively shape
coastal risk projections.

The described approaches, while distinct, can be synergistically coordinated. For prac-
tical implementation, it is crucial to account for the study area’s unique disaster database,
geographic nuances, and related factors. This involves tailoring methods to the required
spatial scale and precision of the risk assessment. In forthcoming endeavors, researchers
and policymakers can select or merge methods based on their merits, drawbacks, and
suitability, ensuring enhanced compound flood assessments in coastal regions. A concise
summary comparing the strengths, weaknesses, and best-use cases of these three flood
hazard simulation methods is presented in Table 10.
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Table 10. A concise overview comparing the strengths, weaknesses, and use cases of flood hazard
simulation and risk perception techniques.

Methods Strength Drawback Applicable Scene

Encounter probability models

Simple calculation and
clear thinking

Long-term historical disaster
data will limit the results Flood risk assessment

No precise geographic
data required

It cannot accurately reflect the
distribution law of flood risk Flood prediction

Factors such as hazard factors
will change over time,
resulting in inaccurate

prediction results

Dependence prediction of
flood-causing factors

Numerical simulation models

Can accurately predict flood
depth, duration, inundation
range, and other information

The calculation is more
complicated, and the time cost

is high

Construction of urban flood
warning system

Better use of accurate data
with high-resolution DEM

High requirements for
data accuracy Flood risk assessment

Can reflect the connection of
various elements in the
disaster system and the

evolution process of
the disaster

Boundary conditions are not
well defined, and complex
flows cannot be simulated

Urban surface water modeling

Flood monitoring

Integrated hazard risk
mapping methods

Simple to calculate and easy
to implement

Cannot accurately predict
future events Flood sensitivity mapping

Can accurately predict flood
risk areas

Accuracy depends on the
subjective opinion of experts Flood vulnerability mapping

Low data requirements Some ML model rules are
challenging to understand Flood risk assessment

Strong ability to combine with
other methods

High precision is required
for data Emergency flood management

Selection of flood control and
disaster mitigation methods

5. Conclusions

In the face of global climate change, coastal urban areas increasingly grapple with
compound flooding risks, stemming from multifaceted triggers like precipitation, river
flows, storm surges, and tsunamis. Coping with these challenges requires advanced
flood hazard modeling and risk perception techniques, which are essential for coastal
disaster mitigation and sustainable development. While existing methods, ranging from
probability models to numerical simulations and integrated hazard risk mapping, have
achieved progress, there remains substantial room for refinement. Crucial advancements
include better multivariate analyses, accounting for climate change disruptions, enhancing
numerical models’ fidelity, and addressing the rising complexities in simulations, especially
with the push from 2D to 3D representations. Furthermore, understanding the intricacies of
hazard interrelations, like floods triggering landslides, is vital. Charting the way forward,
it will be essential to select or synergize methods based on their specific merits, tailored to
the study’s unique geographical and data attributes. This holistic, integrative approach
will bolster our capacity for precise flood assessments, ultimately minimizing risks in
vulnerable coastal regions.
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